The road evolves.

{Revolution}
THE WORLD IS CHANGING. ARE YOU ON BOARD? IT’S TIME TO MAKE THE IMPOSSIBLE POSSIBLE, THE UNFAMILIAR FAMILIAR AND THE UNIMAGINABLE A REALITY. EXPERIENCE THE NEXT GENERATION OF ADVENTURE. THINK A STEP AHEAD; A REVOLUTION IS JUST AROUND THE CORNER.
Revolution LE 40E shown in Pearl interior decor with Walnut wood cabinetry (L-Style Sofa optional).
A NEW HOME.

Change the way you perceive traveling with Revolution’s innovative style and one of a kind design. Revolution’s bold appearance exudes confidence and individuality, with unique exterior and interior settings, setting it apart from any other RV on the road. Roam about freely with a tall 84” flat ceiling and enjoy luxurious Flexsteel® Ultraleather furniture. You’ll also love the plush Fabrica® carpeting and diagonally laid tile flooring. Contemporary design meets a residential appeal, welcome to your new home.

THE CENTRAL VACUUM (optional) is very handy for quick clean up and easily stores away when not in use.

THE 12 CU. FT. SIDE BY SIDE NORCOLD® REFRIGERATOR has plenty of room for food and drink, and features an icemaker (See Features List for brands offered).

THE KITCHEN PANTRY includes convenient pull-out shelves for easy storage of non-perishable goods.

THE FREE STANDING DINETTE provides 2 additional folding chairs (not shown) to comfortably seat 4 and a large window for an excellent view of your surroundings.

DELUXE, FULL EXTENSION, DRAWER GUIDES are standard on all the drawers throughout the coach, are very strong, and give you full access to each drawer for your storage needs.
Revolution LE 40E shown in Pearl interior decor with Walnut wood cabinetry.
Revolution LE 40E shown in Pew Interior decor with Walnut wood cabinetry.
Relax in style and thoroughly enjoy your surroundings in Revolution’s unique and comfortable bedroom. Dynamic fabric motifs and a savvy layout make for an all new experience in travel, offering everything you’re looking for in an RV.

A comfortable full size queen mattress will put you in the lap of luxury while satin polished solid surface countertops give the bedroom a high end look and feel. Exceed your expectations and prepare for a new adventure.

**S L E E K  C O M F O R T.**

**THE MOEN® HAND HELD SHOWER HEAD** features adjustable water and height settings, giving you all the luxuries of home.

**THE CEDAR LINEN CLOSET** provides plenty of room for extra bedding and clothing and keeps garments smelling fresh.

**THE BATHROOM** features stain resistant solid surface countertops, a medicine cabinet with vanity lighting and mirrored door, and elegant soap dish and mounted hand towel racks.

**REVOLUTION’S BEDROOM** features elegant raised panel cabinetry, full extension drawers for clothing, linens or towels, and 20" Panasonic® TV for your entertainment.
The driving experience of tomorrow is waiting for you today. Revolution breaks new ground with its stylish appearance, remarkable comfort and user friendly design. Adventure comfortably in the Flexsteel® Ultraleather driver/passenger seats and enjoy features like the Visteon® AM/FM radio with CD player. Revolution combines state of the art features with its superior construction, giving you a ride you won’t soon forget.

THE CUTTING EDGE.

The Entertainment Center features a 27" Panasonic® TV, a 4 head Panasonic® VCR and a state of the art Panasonic® home theater system with DVD player, providing the ultimate entertainment environment.

The Driver’s Area features a soft touch smart wheel with tilt and telescoping features, adjustable break and throttle pedals, flip-down drink holders and three power sun visors to provide convenient shade from the sun.

The Liberty Chassis, available on the Revolution LE, has formerly only been offered on the American Coach Line. Fleetwood set out to design a superior, one-of-a-kind chassis that would be able to overcome the structural challenges created by designing floor plans with triple and quad slide-outs. This exclusive Fleetwood design (patent pending) strengthens the structural integrity of the driving platform by creating a strong and rigid frame that resists flexing. Enormous 15,000 lb. towing capacity to easily tow your favorite vehicle, strong steel electro-coated platform to protect against corrosion and a lightweight aluminum superstructure help to create the ideal driving experience.
The Power Roof Awning (standard) retracts and expands with the push of a button and provides excellent protection from the elements.

The 50" Tall One-Piece Windshield maximizes visibility, looks fantastic and gives the driver an unabstructed view of the road. The windshield wipers are mounted up and out of the way.

A 10,000 lb. Towing Capacity* makes it easy to haul your favorite vehicle.

A 2 Stage Dupont® Paint process is carefully applied to increase durability and give the exterior a sleek look and beautiful shine. This process ensures only the best in quality and appearance.

A 15,000 lb. Towing Capacity* on the LE provides additional towing capabilities thanks to the Liberty Chassis.

The 50" Tall One-Piece Windshield maximizes visibility, looks fantastic and gives the driver an unabstructed view of the road. The windshield wipers are mounted up and out of the way.

A 2 Stage Dupont® Paint process is carefully applied to increase durability and give the exterior a sleek look and beautiful shine. This process ensures only the best in quality and appearance.

A 15,000 lb. Towing Capacity* on the LE provides additional towing capabilities thanks to the Liberty Chassis.

The 50" Tall One-Piece Windshield maximizes visibility, looks fantastic and gives the driver an unabstructed view of the road. The windshield wipers are mounted up and out of the way.

A 2 Stage Dupont® Paint process is carefully applied to increase durability and give the exterior a sleek look and beautiful shine. This process ensures only the best in quality and appearance.

A 15,000 lb. Towing Capacity* on the LE provides additional towing capabilities thanks to the Liberty Chassis.

The 50" Tall One-Piece Windshield maximizes visibility, looks fantastic and gives the driver an unabstructed view of the road. The windshield wipers are mounted up and out of the way.

A 2 Stage Dupont® Paint process is carefully applied to increase durability and give the exterior a sleek look and beautiful shine. This process ensures only the best in quality and appearance.

A 15,000 lb. Towing Capacity* on the LE provides additional towing capabilities thanks to the Liberty Chassis.

* The chassis manufacturer recommends the installation of a supplemental brake-control system to activate the brakes on the vehicle or trailer you are towing.

Additional Revolution and Revolution LE Features:

**The Illuminated Large Entry Assist Handle** makes it easy to enter and exit your coach.

**The Rear Vision Camera** provides a direct feed to the driver’s area and one-way audio so you can easily communicate while backing up.

**The Central Utility Compartment** provides a central place to check your holding tank levels, change your whole coach water filter (LE only) and access the sprayer for quick clean up. It’s also lined with a special easy to clean polyurethane material.

**The Stylish Rear Cap** features high mounted taillights that can be easily seen by other drivers even when you are towing another vehicle. A two-piece rear ladder makes it easy to access the roof for maintenance.

**The Exterior Storage Compartments** are insulated and Vacu-bonded® to ensure quality and feature side-hinged doors to make accessing your gear as easy as possible (Revolution has flip-up doors).

**Hella® Headlights** look great and are very powerful for night driving.

**The Exterior Storage Compartments** are insulated and Vacu-bonded® to ensure quality and feature side-hinged doors to make accessing your gear as easy as possible (Revolution has flip-up doors).

**Hella® Headlights** look great and are very powerful for night driving.

**The Exterior Storage Compartments** are insulated and Vacu-bonded® to ensure quality and feature side-hinged doors to make accessing your gear as easy as possible (Revolution has flip-up doors).

**Hella® Headlights** look great and are very powerful for night driving.
Revolution Exteriors

Choose from 8 dynamic exterior graphics choices for your Revolution.

Standard Exterior Graphics

Edge Exterior Graphics (Optional)

Revolution LE Exteriors

Choose from 8 Revolution exterior graphics or select from the 8 Revolution LE exterior graphics. 16 choices in all.

Speedline Exterior Graphics (Standard)

Retro Exterior Graphics (Optional)
Mix and match between 3 interior decor motifs, 3 elegant wood finishes and 8 exterior graphic choices for Revolution and 16 exterior graphics for Revolution LE to create the vehicle that’s right for you.
Revolution & Revolution LE

What Drives You?

Maybe it’s feeling like you’re the only one on Earth. Perhaps it’s the unique sense of closeness with the great outdoors. Or, it might be the joy that comes from spending quality time with family and friends. Whatever the reason, we know that you have a strong drive to experience everything that comes with spending time on the road. And for more than 50 years, we’ve shared that passion with you. Because we’re RV enthusiasts ourselves, you can see our passion in the vehicles we design and build. Own a Fleetwood, and you’ll feel like you’re not just traveling, but embarking on an experience unlike any other. Set your own course for adventure and get out there and explore the world around you.

Once you do, you’ll see what it is that drives us — it’s you.

RV OWNERCARE* is a limited one-year/15,000-mile and three-year/50,000-mile structural warranty, whichever occurs first, and it is fully transferable for the first 12 months. RV OWNERCARE is one of the RV industry’s most comprehensive programs and includes systems, appliances, components and construction, with no deductible and no service charge. RV OWNERCARE coverage is provided from a company that will be around in the future to service your needs. See your nearest Fleetwood dealer for a full explanation of benefits and restrictions.

CLUB FLEETWOOD As a Fleetwood owner, you’re eligible to become a member of our owners’ group, Club Fleetwood. It’s a perfect way to meet other Fleetwood owners who love to travel to beautiful resorts and vacation spots all across America. Call (877) 577-2560 and join the fun! Or visit www.fleetwood.com/clubs to learn more.

FLEETWOODRV.COM To locate a dealer near you, visit our website or call 1-800-444-4903. We can also be contacted at Fleetwood Customer Relations, P.O. Box 7638, Riverside, CA 92513-7638.

IMPORTANT—PLEASE READ Product information, photography and illustrations included in this publication were as accurate as possible at the time of printing. For further product information and changes, please visit our website at www.fleetwoodrv.com or contact your local Fleetwood dealer. Prices, materials, design and specifications are subject to change without notice. All weights, fuel, liquid capacities and dimensions are approximate. Fleetwood has designed its recreational vehicles to provide a variety of uses for customers. Each vehicle features optimal seating, sleeping, storage and fluid capacities. The user is responsible for selecting the proper combination of loads (i.e. occupants, equipment, fluids, cargo, etc.) to ensure that the vehicle’s capacities are not exceeded.

Your local Fleetwood dealer is: